2019 Distance Days
Sunday, September 1

BLUE arrows and confidence circles
Starts at White Ring & Finishes same place
CTR is 25 Miles, 13.9 miles to the Hold

Pleasure Bypasses (pink) provide 10.3 mile and 7.4 mile options

Emergency contact: call 802-457-1509 or text 207-653-3064

Water:
1. Cady Brook Waterfall
2. Devlin Farm (Spear Ln.)
3. Murrell-Lilard Farm (county rd.)
4. Hold (Smith's on Bronson Rd.)
5. Reeves Rd./Lull Brook Farm
6. Caper Hill Road (top of road, in pause)

Paved Road Crossings: X
Splits: Y
Merges: M